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Plasmonic Fano metamaterials provide a unique platform for optical sensing applications due to their sharp spectral
response and ability to confine light to nanoscale regions that make them strong prospect for refractive-index sensing.
Higher order Fano resonance modes in noble metal plasmonic structures can further improve the sensitivity, but their
applications are heavily limited by crosstalk between different modes due to the large damping rates and broadband
spectral responses of the metal plasmon modes. Here, we create pure higher order Fano modes by designing asymmetric
metamaterials comprised of a split-ring resonator and disk with the low-loss graphene plasmon. These higher order modes
are highly sensitive to nanoscale analyte (8 nm thick) both in refractive-index and infrared vibrational fingerprints sensing,
as demonstrated by the numerical calculation. The frequency sensitivity and figure-of-merit of hexacontatetrapolar mode
can reach 289 cm-1/RIU and 29, respectively, and it can probe the weak infrared vibrational modes of the analyte with
more than 400 times enhancement. The enhanced sensitivity and tunability of higher order Fano graphene metamaterials
promise a high-performance nanoscale optical sensor.

Introduction
Fano resonance with spectrally narrow optical responses and high
local field enhancement has been demonstrated in plasmonic
metamaterials,1-3 which has allowed them to emerge as a powerful
photonic platform for sensing applications.4-9 Plasmonic Fano
structures can detect small amounts of molecules by measuring
frequency shifts of the narrow optical response induced by a
refractive index change of the local environment.1, 5, 6, 9 Based on
this application, many noble metal Fano structures have been
designed, such as ring/disk cavity,4, 10, 11 “XI” shape structure12 and
many other. Plasmonic Fano resonances are the coupling of the
bright plasmon mode (broad) and dark plasmon modes (narrow).
The dipolar (D) plasmon is often the bright mode, which can be
directly excited by normally incident light. In contrast, the higher
order (quadrupolar (Q), octupolar (O), hexadecapolar (H),
triakontadipolar (T), etc.) plasmons are usually the dark mode,
which are hard to be optically excited.
In order to enhance the sensitivity of the refractive-index sensor,
the plasmon resonance should satisfy basic characteristics: a high
spectral shift δλ/δn(refractive index) and a narrow line width.12 The

higher order plasmons have the sharper peaks with higher quality
13
factors. In Fano structures, the higher order modes would be
exhibited and the same refractive index change could induce larger
frequency shifts with mode order increases. Thus the higher order
Fano resonances have greater sensitivity in refractive-index
6, 9, 14
sensing
. However, in the noble metal systems, many adjacent
9, 14
higher order modes can potentially exist crosstalk,
which
originates from the large plasmonic damping rates and broad-band
spectral responses of the bright mode. For example, different
higher order Fano modes interact with each other in the gold
ring/disk cavity, where the disk's dipolar plasmon acts as a bright
mode and the ring's multipolar plasmons act as dark modes. To
overcome this problem and to realize high-quality higher-order
Fano resonance for ultra-sensitive refractive index sensing,
15-17
graphene plasmons with low damping rates
and high field
confinement could be used.
In addition to sensitive refractive-index sensing, graphene
plasmons in the infrared frequency range can also be used for
18-120
surface-enhanced infrared absorption (SEIRA)
. SEIRA, which
can directly provide chemical information about analytes by
characterizing their molecular fingerprints, is complementary to
21
refractive index sensors. The high local field enhancement in
plasmonic Fano structures means the high sensitivity of SEIRA.
Moreover, Fano resonance creates two resonant absorption peaks
with wide spectral ranges, which can enhance multiple vibration
signals of molecules at a given time. Thus, it provides a platform for
2
multispectral biosensing.
In this manuscript, the low damping graphene plasmon is used to
generate separate higher order Fano modes for enhanced
refraction-index sensing and SEIRA. We adapt a commonly used
22-24
where
hybrid structure of a split-ring resonator (SRR) and disk,
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the higher order plasmon resonance excited in the SRR act as dark
mode and the dipolar plasmon resonance of the graphene disk acts
as bright mode. Each higher order Fano resonance, i.e. H, T, and
hexacontatetrapolar (HC) Fano, can be realized by choosing proper
size of the graphene disk. As the mode order increases, its
sensitivity to the refractive index change increases. The sensitivity

-1

of the HC Fano mode reaches 289 cm /RIU, corresponding to a
FOM of 29 for the refractive-index sensor. Moreover, the highly
confined electromagnetic field of these higher order Fano
resonances can also be used to enhance the molecular vibrational
modes.

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of the graphene metamaterial comprised of a disk and a SRR in a unit cell. (b) Top view of a unit cell: fixed periodicity P = 300 nm, outer
radius R = 120 nm, width W = 30 nm, and gap G = 20 nm of the graphene SRR, and the closest separation distance g= d – r of graphene disk and SRR.

Results and discussion
Structural design and physical mechanism
A schematic of the graphene metamaterials for higher order Fano
resonance is shown in Fig. 1. They are comprised of a graphene disk
positioned inside of a graphene SRR in a unit cell. The unit cells are
arranged in a square lattice. The 300 nm CaF2 film is chosen as
16,
substrate over the commonly used substrates like SiO2 and h-BN,
25
since CaF2 is transparent and has no phonon that can interact
18, 26, 27
with graphene plasmon in the infrared spectral region.
The
proposed Fano resonance is excited by a plane wave propagating in
the z-direction with an electric field polarized in the x-direction.
The higher order Fano resonances of the graphene
metamaterials are simulated employing the finite element method
(FEM). Graphene is modeled as a material with finite thickness and
equivalent relative permittivity, which is thickness dependent. The
equivalent relative permittivity is derived from the surface
conductivity. It is calculated
28
by ε g = iσ / ε 0ω t g
, where ε 0 is the permittivity of free space
and the graphene layer thickness is tg=1 nm, at which the
calculations reach proper convergence. Thus the graphene layer is
treated as the transition boundary condition. The permittivity of
29
CaF2 is obtained from the handbook . To balance the 3D FEM
calculated amount and the mesh quality, the smallest mesh size of
graphene is 0.5 nm and the mesh size gradually increases outside
the graphene layer.
To calculate the surface conductivity of graphene, σ, the Kubo
30-33
formula
is used, which consists of interband and intraband

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015

transitions. At room temperature (T = 300 K), which satisfies the
requirement of K BT << E f , the expression is approximated as:
 2 E f − h (ω + iτ − 1 ) 
ie 2 E f
ie 2

σ=
+
ln 
(1)
2
−1
π h (ω + iτ ) 4π h  2 E f + h (ω + iτ − 1 ) 


In this equation, the first term corresponds to the intraband
transition, and the second term corresponds to the direct interband
transition. The angular frequency is ω = 2πυ , e is electron charge,
h is the reduced Planck constant, and E f is the doped graphene
Fermi energy. The relaxation time τ = µ E f / ev 2f , where
2 -1 -1
v f = c / 300 is the Fermi velocity and µ = 10000 cm V s is the
carrier mobility of graphene.
Generating higher order Fano Resonance modes
Here, we take a SRR structure with outer radius R=120 nm, the gap
G=20 nm, width W=30 nm and periodic lattice parameter P = 300
nm as an example to illustrate the as-proposed higher order Fano
resonance in the mid-infrared range. This dimension can ensure the
excitation energies lower than the energy of graphene’s intrinsic
–1
optical phonons (a type of lattice vibration) at 1,580 cm . Thus the
graphene SRR is far away from Landau damping region and has low
15, 34
damping rate.
The transmission spectrum of the SRR exhibits six
-1
absorption peaks at 467, 550, 756, 964, 1146 and 1309 cm in the
range studied (black curve in Fig. 2a). The calculated method of
transmission spectrum is in the ESI†. The SRR structure derives from
the break of symmetry of a graphene ring with a 20 nm gap. For
comparison, the transmission spectrum of the corresponding
graphene ring without a slit is also plotted (red curve in Fig. 2a). The
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spectrum has only one peak, which is at 467 cm . To understand
the transmission spectra, the z-complement electric near field of
the ring and SRR at corresponding resonant frequencies are
displayed in Fig. 2b. The electromagnetic field distribution indicates
a dipolar oscillation mode in the ring. However, due to the broken
35-37
symmetry,
there are 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 nodes in the
electromagnetic field distribution of the SRR, corresponding to Q ,
37, 38
O, H, T, and HC dark modes, respectively.
The relation between
the node number, m, and the order number of the mode, n, is
n
m=2n. Thus, the 2 order electromagnetic resonance is produced.
The radius of the graphene disk r is then designed to overlap with
the higher order plasmon frequency of the SRR in the following. The
as-excited plasmons in the graphene disks are the dipolar
electromagnetic resonance, as demonstrated by the calculated
electric near field distribution in Fig. 2d (1). Their plasmon
frequency varies with the disk radius r according to the
39-42
equation

ω pl =

e2 E f q
2π h ε 0 ε r
2

∝

Ef
rε r

(2)

Where q = π / 2r is the wave vector and ε r is determined by
the dielectric environment. Thus, the disk size can be manipulated
to adjust the plasmon frequency to match a higher order resonance
mode in the SRR. Such as shown in Fig. 2c, transmission spectra of
graphene disks with radii of 60, 43.5 and 34 nm have resonance
-1
frequencies at 979, 1163 and 1323 cm , respectively, which
correspond to the H, T, and HC modes of the graphene SRR.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015

Higher order Fano resonances are generated by inserting a disk
into the SRR. The higher order Fano resonance, i.e. the H, T, and HC
Fano mode, occurs when the dipolar plasmon frequency covers the
corresponding higher order mode of the SRR (Fig. 2c). The dipolar
mode in the disk is the bright mode (large resonance peak), while
the higher order SRR modes are dark (small peaks). This is
consistent with the near electric field distributions of the SRR (i.e.
weak Q-HC modes in Fig. 2b) and the disk (strong mode in Fig. 2d).
Here, the closest separation g between the disk and the gap is
43
chosen as 5 nm, but when g increases to 15 nm, these modes can
still interact with each other well to form the higher order Fano
modes (details can be found in the Fig. S2 in the ESI†).
To study the physical mechanism of the higher order Fano
resonance, the near field distribution in the SRR-disk hybrid
structure is analyzed. Take the HC mode as an example. Its near
field distribution at two resonance peaks and the transparency
window (points 2, 3, and 6 in Fig. 2c) are displayed in Fig. 2d. At
point 6, where the strongest destructive coupling happens, the
electromagnetic energy of the disk almost completely transfers to
the SRR, whose near electric field enhancement is one order of
magnitude larger than the SRR alone (Fig. 2b). At points 2 and 3,
most of the electromagnetic energy remains in the disk, and the
near field strength of the SRR is almost equivalent to that in an
individual SRR, indicating a weak-coupling strength between the
disk and the SRR. The near field distribution of the H and T Fano
modes at the strongest coupling points (points 4 and 5), shown in
Fig. 2d, also demonstrate a strong energy transfer between the SRR
and disk.
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Fig. 2 (a) Transmission spectra of ring array (red) and SRR array (black). (b) Electric near field distributions (the z-complement, normalized to the incident
light) of the ring and SRR unit cell of different modes. (c) The transmission spectra of the Fano metamaterials with H, T, and HC order modes (colored solid
lines), respectively. The transmission spectra of the individual disk array (dashed lines) and SRR array (black) are also plotted. (d) Normalized z-complement
electric near field distributions of different modes at frequencies: (1) 1323 cm-1, (2) 1304 cm-1, (3) 1327 cm-1, (4) 963 cm-1, (5) 1150 cm-1 and (6) 1314 cm-1, as
marked with orange dots in (c). The cutting plane is 2 nm above the bottom of graphene metamaterials. Graphene Ef is 0.5 eV.

Refractive-index sensing performance of the higher order Fano resonance
9
resonance .The FOM values of the H, T, and HC Fano are around 15,
We now proceed to evaluate the performance of these separate
24, and 29, respectively. It not only reveals the FOM is on the rise
higher order Fano modes. An 8 nm thick film with different
when increasing order number n of the Fano resonance, but also
refractive indices is applied over the device as an analyte. Fig. 3a
indicates the maximum FOM in our structures comes from the HC
shows the transmission spectra of the HC Fano resonance modes
Fano. To understand this result, the wave vector kspp of the higher
with several typical analytes, i.e., n=1 (air), n ≈ 1.32 (Ethanol), n ≈
modes in the SRR satisfy the equations
1.41 (Ethylene glycol), and n ≈ 1.56 (Bromoform). Here, the Ef is order plasmon
44-47
and k spp = h ω r2 / (2α 0 E f c ) 48, 49, where n is the
fixed at 0.5 eV. The transparency window frequency shifts to red k spp ∝ n / L
-1
-1
(from 1314 cm to 1152 cm ) as the refractive index of the analytes order of the mode, L is the length of the SRR, and α = e 2 / h c
0
increase from 1 to 1.56. The transparency window frequencies of
is the fine-structure constant. Thus, the frequency of the
the H, T, and HC Fano modes are plotted together as a function of
transparency windows in higher order Fano satisfy the equation
the refractive index (Fig. 3b). There is a linear change in these
ωr ∝ nE f / L ∝ 1 / ( L / n) , where L/n is regarded as the effective
frequency shifts, and the slopes of these lines are defined as the
-1
sensitivity (approximately 195, 239, and 289 cm /RIU for the H, T, resonance length of the graphene dipolar plasmon. When the order
and HC Fano modes, respectively).This clearly reflects that the number n of the Fano resonance is larger, the effective resonance
sensitivity of the sensor is enhanced by the graphene higher order length is shorter. Thus, the frequency shift is faster, and the
sensitivity is improved. In addition, the higher order Fano resonance
Fano resonance.
-1
has the narrower FWHM, which decreases from 13 to 9.9 cm
The ratio of the sensitivity to the bandwidth of the resonance corresponding to ranging from H to HC Fano resonance. Hence, the
-1
[(cm /RIU)/bandwidth] determines the FOM of metamaterials. The sensitivity and FOM are enhanced with increasing order number n
bandwidth is the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) in the of the Fano resonance.
symmetric Fano resonance. In the asymmetric Fano resonance, the
bandwidth is the line width from the peak to the dip of the

Fig. 3 (a) Simulated transmission spectra of the HC Fano resonance mode with different analytes (marked by refractive indices). (b) Frequency shift of H, T,
and HC Fano resonance modes versus the refractive index of the analyte. The corresponding FOM values are also shown.

Dynamic tunability and the SEIRA applications of the higher order Fano resonance modes
This phenomenon can be interpreted in the following. The resonant
The ability to tune graphene higher order Fano resonances
frequency of the SRR increases with Ef via ωr ∝ nE f / L . And the
stemming from its tunable Fermi level is significant for dynamic
biosensors. For example, the transparency windows in the graphene disk plasmon frequency also increases with Ef (equation
transmission spectra of the HC mode increase in resonant strength 2). Thus, the resulting
and shift to blue as Ef is adjusted from 0.4 to 0.6 eV (Fig. 4a), which
higher order Fano resonant frequencies can be tuned by changing
can be realized by chemical doping via nitric acid vapor or NO2.15, 50
the Ef while fixing the structure parameter. We plot the resonant
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frequency shifts of the transparency window of the H, T, and HC
Fano modes as a function of E 1/2
in Fig. 4b. The higher order the
f

expressed by the equation ∂ωr / ∂E f ∝ n / LE −f 1/ 2 . When Ef is
fixed, a larger n results in greater sensitivity.

mode is, then the faster the frequency shift. Thus, the sensitivity is

Fig. 4 (a) Simulated transmission spectra of the HC Fano resonance structure with Ef varied from 0.4 eV to 0.6 eV. (b) The peak frequency in transparency
window of H, T, and HC Fano resonance modes in the transmission spectra as a function of E 1/2
f

The dynamical tunable graphene plasmon higher order Fano
resonance with high electromagnetic field confinement in the
mid-infrared range supplies a very promising route to identify
molecules via SEIRA. SEIRA is complementary to refractive index
sensors since it can detect molecular vibrational fingerprints. The
Fano resonance exhibits multiple resonant absorption peaks which
can reduce the detuning between the plasmon resonant frequency
and multiple vibrational frequencies and can be used as a platform
for enhancing multiple vibrational modes of molecules. The HC
Fano mode of the asymmetric structure and the dipolar mode of
the disk are comparatively studied for SEIRA application. An
8-nm-thick tert-Butylamine ((CH3)3CNH2) layer is used as the analyte
-1
-1
which has two vibrational modes at ~1220 cm (A) and ~1245 cm
(B) corresponding to the C-C-C symmetric and anti-symmetric
stretches, respectively. An analytical model based on summing
51-53
Lorentz oscillators
is used to simulate the molecule's vibrational
spectrum (Fig. 5a) as follows:
N

ε (ω ) = 1 + ∑
n =1

fn

ω − ω 2 − iγ nω
2
n

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015

Where f n , ω n and γ n are parameters characterizing individual
-2

-1

-1

vibrations, i.e. ( f1 =f 2 =215 cm , γ 1 =γ 2 =50 cm , ω1 =1220 cm ,

ω 2 =1245 cm-1). The direct IR absorption of the 8-nm-thick
tert-Butylamine layer is very weak (0.014%) at A and B, which is
18
undetectable in the commercial FTIR . The graphene Ef is adjusted
to 0.437 eV to realize the spectral overlap between the molecules
and graphene metamaterials. After the enhancement of the
graphene metamaterials, the A and B modes are present as obvious
dips in the plasmon resonant absorption spectra (solid lines). As
shown, the HC Fano mode has two prominent resonance peaks
exactly at the molecular modes (green dashed line) and significantly
enhances the signals of both A and B modes. As a comparison, the
dipolar plasmon mode (supported graphene disk) only has one
resonance peak (orange dashed line). The A vibrational frequency is
out of range for the plasmon resonant frequency and the enhanced
vibrational signal is much weaker than the B vibrational mode.

(3)
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Fig. 5 (a) Absorption spectra of graphene HC Fano modes and corresponding graphene disk before (dashed lines) and after (solid lines) analyte layer coating
with Ef of 0.437 eV. The absorption spectrum of the 8-nm-thick tert-Butylamine is also plotted (black curve), with two vibrational modes A and B. (b) The
molecular vibrational mode response in plasmon resonant peaks extracted from (a).

The difference between absorption spectra, i.e. the delta
absorption, before and after coating with the tert-Butylamine film
applied are extracted to calculate the enhancement of IR signals of
the vibrational modes. The delta absorption of the HC modes are
displayed in Fig. 5b. The enhancement factors of both the A and B
modes are up to 425-fold from the HC order Fano modes. However,
the enhancement factor of the A mode is only 75, about 7.5 times
smaller than that of the B modes (enhanced 554-fold).

Conclusions
In summary, the pure high-quality higher order Fano resonances
have been demonstrated in graphene plasmonic metamaterials.
The crosstalk between different higher order Fano modes is
avoided due to the narrow bandwidth of the graphene plasmon
resulted from its low damping. The higher order Fano modes have
superior refractive-index sensing performance because the spectral
shifts induced by analyte increase with Fano mode order. In this
work, the frequency sensitivity and FOM of the HC mode are able to
reach 289 cm-1/RIU and 29 for 8 nm thick analyte. Moreover, these
graphene Fano modes can also be tuned to probe the infrared
vibrational fingerprints of the analyte with a significant signal
enhancement (>400 times). Therefore, our proposed higher order
Fano structures are a promising method for nanoscale optical
sensing.
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